Residential Bird Collision Deterrent Marker-Pattern Tape Installation Instructions
Please read these instructions carefully before installation. Important Installation Notes:
Application Temperature: marker-pattern tape should not be installed at temperatures below 10°C or 50°F.
Will Not Damage Glass Surfaces or Exterior Glass Coatings such as Solar Reflective, Low-E, or other types of glass treatments.
Marker-pattern Tape coverage: One 100 ft. roll protects a glass surface (2’.5 x 6’.5 feet) or (30” x 80” inches) or (16 square feet) of glass patio door,
glass panel railing, or equivalent window area.

Bird Collision Deterrent Marker-Pattern Tape Installation Steps (1-6)
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Step 1
For maximum effectiveness, apply to the exterior side of glass surfaces. Clean
the exterior side of window (or glass surface) using a solution consisting of
50/50 Water and Rubbing Alcohol. You may also use a commercially available
window cleaner that does not leave a residue. Dry glass surface completely
before beginning installation.

Step 2
Position the beginning end of the paper measuring tape at the top edge of the
window frame or glass surface you are treating. Fix it in place at the top and
bottom with a piece of ordinary tape (or equivalent). Repeat on the opposite side
of the window using the second paper measuring tape. The paper measuring
tapes should be positioned so that you can apply the first row of marker tape
level (from left to right) and 2” from the top of the window frame.
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Step 3
Unroll using a smooth and consistent technique. Cut a length of
Feather Friendly® marker-pattern tape slightly larger than the width of the
window. Pass the marker-tape under the paper measuring tape. Align the
centre of the maker-pattern tape with the first measuring mark (zero inches)
on the measuring tape. This mark is 2” from the beginning end of the measuring
tape. Centre the tape so that the first and last marker is roughly the same distance
from the edge of the window frame on the right and left side.
Pull the marker-pattern tape taut and stick it in position at both ends. The first
row of markers will now be 2” below the top edge of the window frame or glass.
Run your thumb along the marker-pattern tape lightly and adhere it to the glass.

Step 4
Further affix the markers by running a credit card or equivalent across each
marker a few times to release trapped air and activate the pressure-sensitive
adhesive. Maintain a slow and consistent technique when peeling off the
marker-tape backing, keeping it flat against the glass while leaving
markers in place. If any markers peel off, run the card across the marker
backing tape again. Individual markers may also be replaced at any time
using the same procedure.
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Step 5

Step 6

After you have applied the first row of markers, repeat steps 3 and 4 for every
row until Feather Friendly Residential® completely covers the glass surface.
Each row of markers will be 2” apart (e.g. first row will be at 0”, second row 2”,
third row 4” etc.)

Cleaning Instructions:

Congratulations! You are now protected from bird strikes. Enjoy our
Feather Friendly Residential® Bird Collision Deterrent Marker-Pattern Tape.

Notes:

If cared for properly, Feather Friendly marker-patterns are designed to be effective
and adhere to glass surfaces for many years. Window cleaning products such as
Windex, or mild liquid detergent and water mixtures may be used to clean glass
surfaces without damaging the marker-pattern. A soft cloth or synthetic sponge are
the recommended washing tools. Do not apply heavy scrubbing pressure. Hard
rubber squeegees and power-washing machines will damage marker-patterns
and are not recommended.

Returns and Refunds:
Contact us before returning any product. Do not return Feather Friendly Residential to your retailer. Defective items must be received
by Convenience Group Inc. head office for inspection within 90 days of purchase, in order to be eligible to receive a refund or exchange.
It may be determined in advance that a return is not required for a refund or exchange by Convenience Group Inc.
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